is any foreign material that manifests as molecular film or as microscopic particulates. Molecular contaminants arise primarily from unspent reactants used in the production of organic materials for circuit boards, harnessing, or lubricants. When exposed to vacuum, these molecules diffuse out of the native material and outgas into the local environment where they may deposit on sensitive components. Molecular films just a few hundred monolayers thick can lead to a significant transmission loss in optical instruments. This effect is particularly pronounced in the ultraviolet Contamination Transport Simulation Program (CTSP) has been developed. To our knowledge, CTSP is the first and the only code capable of self-consistently simulating both molecular and particulate mass transport in complex systems while supporting time-variant external forces and environmental parameters. The code is described in this paper. The common core is introduced first. The models used for contamination generation, transport, and surface impingement are discussed next. The code is then demonstrated with four examples. The first example compares simulated view factors between two square plates to an analytical model and compares deposition results to a heritage approach. The second example considers outgassing in a closed cavity and demonstrates that concentration gradients vanish at steady state.
The third example models a common experimental procedure of using a Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) [15] to determine the outgassing rate of a test article placed in a vacuum chamber. Finally, the use of purge gas to reduce the fallout of particulates onto a detector is considered.
II. Code Overview
CTSP is a kinetic code in which the molecular and particulate contaminants are represented by simulation particles.
A simulation particle is a general numerical construct for a point object having some known position, velocity, and other parameters of interest, such as mass, charge, or cross-sectional area. The code does not distinguish between molecular and particulate particles, with the exception of the surface impact behavior. The physical domain is described using a triangular and/or quadrilateral surface mesh. This mesh is generated in external off-the-shelf CAD/FEM tools.
CTSP supports various common mesh formats, including Universal and Nastran, as well as Thermal Synthesizer (TSS) assemblies used by the thermal community, and Stereolithography (STL) files. The STL format describes the geometry using triangles, with the distinction that these files are exported directly from CAD packages. The surface tessellation is not optimized for numerical analysis, but it allows the user to simulate highly complex geometries without having to mesh them first. The code has been applied in this fashion to models with over 2 million surface elements [16] .
Contaminants are injected continuously into the computational domain from user-specified surface regions according to mass generation models described in the following section. Computationally, it is not possible to directly simulate every single molecule or a particulate present in a system with real-world dimensions. Even at the low 10 −6 Torr pressure found in high end vacuum chambers, there are over 3 × 10 16 molecules per cubic meter. Just the memory required to store their positions and velocities is orders of magnitude beyond current supercomputer capabilities. Therefore, a stochastic approach, similar to one found in Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) [17] and Particle in Cell (PIC) [18] codes used by the rarefied gas and plasma community, is used. Each simulation particle corresponds to w sp real molecules or particulates with an identical position, velocity, mass, and other properties. The term w sp is known as specific weight.
The initial properties of each simulation particle are sampled from the real distribution. For instance, the molecular injection velocity is selected randomly from the Maxwellian distribution function at the surface temperature. The number of simulation particles to inject at each time step is computed from the desired mass flux or the particulate detachment rate. The number of simulation particles scales inversely with w sp . At lower weights, the simulation contains more particles (and hence more stochastic samples), resulting in a reduced numerical noise at the expense of an increased run time. The number of simulation particles has no quantitative impact on results, but it influences their quality.
Particle positions and velocities are integrated through small ∆t time steps. First, the velocity ì v of each simulation particle is updated from dì v/dt = ì F/m. The term on the right hand side is the sum of all forces acting on the particle, and m is the particle mass. The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is used to perform this integration. In general, molecular transport analyses are performed with ì F = 0 in which case, the velocity remains constant. The particle position ì x is then advanced from d ì x/dt = ì v using the Forward Euler method. At each time step, it is necessary to check for particle-surface interactions. During the push, each particle moves in a straight line to a new position offset by ì v∆t from its current position. Numerically, testing for particle impacts reduces to performing line-triangle or line-quadrangle intersection checks. The brute-force approach in which each particle is checked against the entire surface mesh would be highly computationally taxing given that a typical simulation may contain millions of surface elements and hundreds of thousands of computational particles. Instead, the surface mesh is stored internally in an octree, allowing the code to efficiently retrieve the subset of surface elements in the vicinity of the particle. Multithreading is also implemented to perform these checks in parallel. If an intersection is found, the particle is first pushed to the surface. The new post-impact velocity is then computed, assuming the particle does not "stick" to the surface. The particle position is then advanced through the reminder of the time step. This algorithm can thus handle multiple surface impacts during a single time step. There are several factors to consider when selecting the value of ∆t. The motion of molecules in the free-molecular flow regime is not affected by the time step size -this is in fact the motivation behind ray tracing algorithm. However, usually we desire sufficiently low values for visualization purposes to generate smooth animation plots. Given that typical molecular thermal speeds are around 300 m/s, ∆t = 10 −4 s will result in molecules moving approximately 3 cm per step. Since CTSP checks intersections with all surfaces within the box bounded by the particle starting and ending position, the total computational time may also actually be decreased using a higher number of smaller time steps. The presence of external forces, or the numerical integration of mass outgassing may introduce additional constraints on the time step size.
CTSP supports gravitational, aerodynamic, electrostatic, and solar radiation pressure forces. As the code does not contain built-in field solvers, it is necessary to import the vector or scalar data needed by these terms. The code supports two mechanisms for doing so. First, spatially invariant "world" properties can be set. These properties can be constant or time varying. Secondly, it is possible to import one or more comma-separated files containing solutions from external solvers, such as velocity vectors and pressures from a CFD solver, or the electric field from a charging computation.
This field data is interpolated onto the particle position during the velocity integration step. PIC and DSMC codes utilize a volume mesh to perform a similar interpolation. CTSP, on the other hand, does not use a volume mesh for the particle push. Volume mesh, if specified, is used solely to compute macroscopic gas properties such as pressure or the mean velocity for post-processing. In free molecular flows, there is no physical quantity limiting the maximum cell size.
The user could thus set the volume mesh arbitrarily, resulting in an artificial dependence of the solution on the mesh quality. For instance, interpolating an imported CFD solution onto an overly coarse mesh would result in the loss of fine details in regions with rapidly changing properties, such as in the near-surface boundary layer. On the other hand, retaining the imported mesh is also impractical as unstructured meshes are often used in CFD. Such meshes are not well-suited to kinetic computations as it is numerically expensive to trace particles on unstructured meshes. CTSP thus retains only the vertexes of the imported solution and stores the associated data in another octree. Force calculation is performed by interpolating data from this point cloud of field quantities using the inverse distance weighting method,
Here ( ì x i )u i are the positions and values of the data points in the vicinity of the particle located at ì x, d is the distance between each point and the particle, and p is an interpolation smoothing factor. The user can specify multiple files corresponding to different time intervals with linear interpolation used for the intermediary intervals.
III. Mass Generation
CTSP implements various material sources applicable to contamination modeling, including detailed models for molecular outgassing, effusion [19] , liquid droplet evaporation [20] , plume expansions [21] , particulate redistribution, and a random coverage by fibers. Of these, the molecular outgassing and particulate sources are the most commonly used and are described next.
A. Molecular Outgassing
Molecular outgassing arises from volatile materials trapped inside the bulk substrate diffusing to the surface and desorbing into the gas phase. The time evolution of the trapped population is given by the diffusion equation,
where D is the diffusion coefficient in m 2 /s, and ρ is the contaminant mass density in kg/m 3 . The diffusion equation is however not practical to contamination studies due to the presence of the spatial derivative on the right hand side.
In order to numerically integrate it, we would require a discretized mesh for the internal structure of all outgassing hardware articles. Therefore, a well-mixed approximation is commonly used, in which we assume that the contaminant concentration within the material can be described by some uniform value [22] . Then, integrating through a control volume, we obtain dM dt = −ΓA (2) 
where (E a ) di f is the activation energy for diffusion and k = −0.5 for a diffusion-limited process. In this formulation, C 0 is a scaling coefficient used to correlate the model to experimental data obtained from an outgassing characterization test such as the ASTM-E1559 [23] . This power law model does not support mass diffusion from the surface layer back to the solid, nor does it take into account the existing surface concentration.It is derived by solving the diffusion equation in a semi-infinite one-dimensional medium initially at mass density ρ 0 and having a surface at x = 0 maintained at ρ 1 .
Crank [24] shows that the solution for such a system is given by
The surface flux is obtained by differentiating the above equation in respect to x and evaluating at x = 0. Utilizing the definition of the error function, erf(x) = 2/ √ π ∫ x 0 exp(−t 2 )dt, and assuming that the surface concentration
CTSP also implements a detailed model for the well-mixed approximation. The flux term in Equation 2 quantifies the amount of mass lost by the solid region. To satisfy mass conservation, it also governs the number of molecules gained by the surface layer. The surface layer is also incremented by adsorption of molecules from the gas phase and is similarly depleted by desorption of the surface film into the gas phase. We label these two terms Γ a and Γ d . The time evolution of the surface mass density θ (kg/m 2 ) is thus given by
Next, following the approach taken by Fang, et.al. [22] , we assume that the diffusion flux −D(∂ ρ/∂n) is proportional to the amount of material inside and on the surface of the object. We define a sorption function H(ρ c , θ) such that
Here h = Dk 1 with k 1 (m −1 ) being a "diffusion length coefficient". The term γ (m −1 ) is an "equilibrium partition coefficient" such that at equilibrium ρ = γθ. Both parameters are assigned the value of 1 in this paper. We thus have
From this expression we see that at equilibrium we also require
this requirement is demonstrated in Example 2. The desorption flux is given by Γ d = θ ml /τ r where
is the molecular residence time. The parameter τ 0 is the vibrational period of the molecule with typical values around 10 −13 s [2] and (E a ) des is the activation energy for the desorption process. The parameter θ ml = min(θ, η 0 /(πr 2 )) limits the maximum desorption rate to one given by a fully occupied monolayer. In this expression, η 0 /(πr 2 ) is the maximum number of molecules per unit area, r is the molecular radius and η 0 is a scaling "packing" factor. The adsorption flux Γ a term is described in Section IV.
The above algorithm is implemented numerically as follows. We start by looping through all surface components.
On each, we first use the power law or the detailed model to compute the total number of molecules diffusing to (or from) the surface layer, N 1 . The mass lost or gained by these molecules is given by ∆M = mN 1 . We then loop through all surface elements, and transfer a fractional number of molecules to that element's surface layer. The fraction is given by the ratio of the element area to the total component area obtained from the surface tessellation. Instead of storing θ, CTSP tracks the actual mass of molecules on each surface element (M 2 ) i = θ i A 1 . Next we compute the number of real molecules to desorb,
The corresponding number of simulation particles is
Generally, N d will not be evenly divisible by the specific weight. The code supports two injection schemes. In the exact scheme, as many particles as possible will be created with the default weight w sp and then an additional particle will be created with some fractional weight. The second stochastic approach does not create fractional weight particles but instead uses a random number to create full weight particles with probability N d /w sp . This second approach will be mass conserving only on average at the steady state but avoids the excessive number of simulation particles that may result with the first exact model.
B. Particulates
Just as with molecular contaminants, simulating particulate redistribution requires models for generation, transport, and deposition. Particulate contamination is traditionally divided into two categories: "standard" particulates and fibers.
Fibers are large particulates with length exceeding 1,000 µm and having aspect ratios AR ≡ l/d > 10 [25] . Fibers can be characterized by specifying their count per unit area along with the observed size ranges. CTSP implements a source for fibers which generates the user specified surface concentration with lengths and aspect ratios sampled from the uniform distribution at user specified limits. The model for the standard particulates is more involved, and is described next.
Particulate contaminants vary greatly in size and shape. Generally, they are non-spherical and have an aspect ratio increasing with their size. Directly characterizing the size and shape of each particulate is not feasible since even a well-cleaned surface contains tens of millions of particulates per unit area. The contamination control community therefore uses the IEST-STD-1246D standard to describe the size variation of surface particulates [26] . This standard provides a cumulative distribution function given by
Here N cum,0.1 is the total number of particulates with sizes ≥ l per 0.1 m 2 (prior versions of this standard used the same model but the count was per ft 2 ). The particulate length l is given in µm. The parameter L is the surface cleanliness level and C is the "slope" of the distribution. Visibly clean surfaces have L ≈ 500. Since for l > L the term in the parentheses becomes negative, the level also corresponds to the largest particle size encountered with the frequency of one particle per 0.1 m 2 . The standard assumes C = 0.926 for freshly cleaned surfaces, however real-world tape lifts indicate values closer to 0.4 [2] . Both C and L are user inputs. We are also generally more interested in the actual number of particulates of a given size per m 2 . This value can be approximated by subtracting two cumulative counts offset by 1 µm and multiplying the result by 10,
The amount of particulate contamination can alternatively be quantified using the percent area coverage (PAC). This value specifies the fraction of the surface obscured by particulates and can be measured directly by optical instruments.
Clearly, the two descriptions of surface loading need to be consistent with each other, implying that
The upper limit on the sum arises from larger particles generally characterized as fibers and counted separately. The term A l is the surface obscuration area of the typical particulate with length l. Raab [27] and Ma, Fong, and Lee [28] , performed comparisons between particulate counts and the PAC, and found the best agreement was reached with shapes approximated as cylinders with spherical caps. The aspect ratio (AR = l/d) varies with particle size. As summarized by Perry [29] ,
The cross-sectional area is then
The corresponding volume is V = (l − d)πd 2 /4 + πd 3 /6. This volume is used to set the particulate mass from the material density, m = ρV. Note that here A l corresponds to the cross-sectional area parallel to the particle long axis, corresponding to the particle lying flat on the surface. For aerodynamic drag computations, we assume that the particle aligns with the flow so that The distribution given by Equation 10 indicates that the concentration of particulates increases exponentially as the particle size decreases. However, small particulates are also less likely to detach due to an increased ratio of adhesion to detachment forces. Particulates unable to detach do not contribute to contaminant redistribution. Determining what fraction of particulates of size l detaches remains a significant uncertainty in our model. In 1987, Klavins and Lee studied the problem of surface adhesion by applying static loads to a test sample placed in a centrifuge [30] . These measurements were performed at loads up to 10 5 g and showed a large variation in the detachment probability between individual tests. This variation is expected, since the probability that a particle detaches is strongly influenced by the local surface roughness, particle shape, size, and orientation. Environmental effects such as humidity and electrostatic charge also play a role. Hence, at best, only a simple macroscopic estimate of detachment probability Φ can be made.
The authors found it to follow
where a d is the applied acceleration and σ = 1.45 is the standard deviation. The parameter a m is the mean acceleration for a 50% removal, and is given by (85.07/L) 4.08 for particles smaller than 42 µm and (52.37/L) 13.6 otherwise. * The distribution of particles released from the surface can then be obtained by multiplying the initial size distribution with the release probability, N · Φ. These expressions are visualized in Figure 2 for L = 400, C = 0.926, and a = 5 g. As can be seen, the release model predicts all particles larger than 100 µm detach given the 5 g acceleration. On the other hand, the detachment probability is less than 30% for particles smaller than 20 µm. The light gray dashed line is the distribution that needs to be generated by the particulate source.
For generality, we prefer to evaluate Φ with a d obtained from the sum of forces acting at the injection location. We * These expressions are listed as (52.37/x) 4.08 and (85.07/x) 13.6 in [30] due to an apparent typo. The formulation shown here is consistent with graphs in the reference paper. could generate simulation particles by sampling sizes from Equation 10 and for each, computing the release probability.
This approach is however not practical. Considering L = 400 and C = 0.926, we see that for every 200 µm particle, there are over 13,000 20-µm particles. We thus need to sample, on average, at least 13,000 20-µ m particles to obtain a single 200 µm particle. The dynamics of the large and small particles are sufficiently different making it important that all sizes be represented. Attempting to generate a sufficient number of large particulates would result in the simulation becoming saturated by the smaller constituents. Therefore, a better approach is to divide the population into several bins and generate a constant number of simulation particles per bin. The particle specific weight w sp can be used to recover the original distribution function. CTSP uses bins of the following sizes: [1, 10) , [10, 25) , [25, 50) , [50,100), [100,250), [250, 500), [500,750), [750,1000). In each bin, particle sizes are sampled from the uniform distribution. This approach assures that the simulation contains a statistically significant number of particles off all sizes. Simulations presented in this paper used 100 particles per bin for a total of 800 particles per surface element. All particles in a single bin share the same specific weight. The weight is set such that the total percent area coverage represented by the particles in the bins equals the PAC given by Equation 10 . In each [l 1 , l 2 ) bin, we first sample N p random sizes, and compute
Here A p is the cross-sectional area of the p-th particle and A ele is the surface area of the surface element. N l is given by Equation 10 and A l is the area of a particle of size l per Equation 13.
Particles generated by the above algorithm are initially attached to the surface. The code next iterates over all particles and for each, computes the detachment probability Φ from Equation 14 or from a constant value specified by the user. The particle is detached if Φ ≥ R, where R is a random number. Otherwise, the particle cross-sectional area is used to update the source element percent area coverage. The model of Klavins and Lee does not offer any insight into the detachment rate. It is not clear whether particles detach instantly or whether the detachment takes place over an extended period of time. The source model thus implements two schemes. In the first one, all particles able to leave do so at the first time step. The second approach models uniform detachment rate over a finite period of time. In this approach, Φ/k d is compared to a random number, with k d being the number of time steps over which detachment is considered. This approach is useful in simulations with time-varying gravitational or aerodynamic environments, such as those encountered in payload fairing during spacecraft launch. In analysis, we compute particulate redistribution using both approaches and retain the worst-case prediction from each scenario.
IV. Particle Motion and Surface Impact
Once particles are generated by their respective sources, their positions are updated by numerically integrating the equations of motion. The total force acting on each particle is ì
where the terms correspond to gravitational, electrostatic, and aerodynamic drag forces. Orbital motion of the parent body and solar pressure can also be included to model particulate return on orbit crossings. The following expressions are used to evaluate these terms:
In the electrostatic Lorentz force, q is the particle charge and ì E is the electric field. Model of White [31] is used to compute the drag coefficient,
The code defines the Reynolds number as Re = ρ g ul/µ where ρ g is the gas mass density, u is the magnitude of the relative velocity between the particle and the ambient gas, l is the particle major length, and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the gas. A d is the cross-sectional area for drag computations. To improve performance, the code applies each force only if the appropriate data are specified. For instance, the gravitational force is considered only if the world acceleration vector ì g is nonzero. Aerodynamic drag is computed only if ρ g > 0. The drag force is also only applicable to particulates in the continuum regime in which Kn 1. The mean free path λ = (σn) −1 for a nitrogen molecule at atmospheric pressure and room temperature is approximately 68 nm. This value was obtained from σ = π(2r) 2 and n = P/kT where r = 155 pm and k is the Boltzmann constant. The Knudsen number for a 10 µm particle (the smallest size encountered in typical simulations given the large forces needed to dislodge smaller particles) is thus K n = λ/l = 6.8 × 10 −3 1. The result is even smaller for the larger particles. From the particle's frame of reference, the flow is well in the continuum regime. The above calculation was made for the atmospheric pressure, which is the typical environment in which particulate fallout is considered. The only exception is launch in which the pressure decays with altitude. We can expect that all particulates that detach will do so between launch and the "max Q" when the dynamic pressure on the spacecraft is maximized. Depending on the launch vehicle, "max Q" occurs at altitudes between 11 and 14 km. The atmospheric pressure at 14 km is approximately 2.7× smaller than at the sea level. This corresponding 2.7× increase in the Knudsen number still places the flow well in the continuum regime, (K n ) maxQ = 1.87 × 10 −2 1 for the 10 µm particulate.
In the case of the molecular contaminants, intermolecular interactions outside the free molecular flow regime can be modeled using the DSMC algorithm [17] . The CTSP DSMC implementation is described in more detail in [32] .
During each particle push, the code checks for surface interactions. If the particle strikes a surface, an impact handler determines whether the particle sticks to the surface, and if not, sets its post-impact velocity. The surface impact is the main part of the code where a different algorithm is applied to particulate and molecular particles. When a molecule impacts a surface, CTSP first determines the probability of the molecule striking the native material instead of another adsorbed molecule. This probability is given by P = N 2 πr 2 /(η 0 A ele ), where N 2 is the number of molecules adsorbed to the surface. CTSP then computes the residence time using equation 8 at the temperature of the impacted surface element. The molecule is re-emitted if τ r /∆t ≥ R where R is a random number. In this sense, τ r /∆t is analogous to the sticking coefficient α sc commonly utilized in other mass transport codes. For generality, CTSP allows the user to define a fixed α sc , in which case the prescribed value will be used instead of the temperature-based model. For rebounding particles, we first sample the new velocity magnitude v t from the Maxwellian speed distribution function at the surface temperature. The particle's new speed is set to v + α a (v t − v), where α a is the thermal accommodation coefficient. Full accommodations α a = 1 is used in the examples presented in this paper. The new velocity direction follows the cosine law sampled according to a model of Greenwood [33] . On the other hand, if τ r /∆t < R the particle is adsorbed to the surface layer. Computationally, this involves removing the particle from the simulation and incrementing the surface mass by ∆M 2 = w sp m. This term is correlated to the adsorption flux by ∆M 2 = Γ a A ele ∆t. For post-processing, the surface layer molecular mass can be converted to a film height by assuming spherical molecules,
A different model is used for particulates. Their post-impact velocity is given by a user-defined coefficient of restitution, α r = v 2 /v 1 . This parameter controls the "bounciness" of the particle. The particulate is allowed to leave until the post-impact velocity falls below some user defined threshold. The default value used in most of our simulations is 0.001 m/s. The mass is assumed to remain constant (i.e., the particle does not break up upon impact). Particulates without a sufficient post-impact velocity are deleted from the simulation and their cross-sectional area is used to update the target surface element percent area coverage,
PAC can then be converted to the corresponding cleanliness level at some slope C. Perry [29] provides a simple to use equation to map PAC to level. However, in experimenting with that model, we found the results to deviate by up to 5%
for some values of C. Therefore, a precomputed lookup table is used to map PAC to a level.
V. Examples
We now demonstrate the code using four examples. The first one compares view factors between two parallel plates to the expected analytical prediction. The second example verifies the well-mixed outgassing model by computing the steady-state distribution of a contaminant inside a closed vessel. Next, the prescribed flux emission model is demonstrated by simulating a commonly encountered engineering task: using a QCM to characterize the outgassing rate of a test article exposed to vacuum. The final example demonstrates the use of gaseous purge to reduce the infiltration of particulate contaminants.
A. Example 1: View Factors
In the first example we consider a setup consisting of two identical square parallel plates with the edge length a = 1 m and separated by a distance h. This model can be used to test the CTSP particle injection algorithm. The analytical view factor between these two plates is given by [34] k 1→2 = 2 πw 2 ln 1 +
where w = a/h. This view factor can be computed numerically by injecting uniform flux from the bottom surface and setting the sticking coefficient on the top plate to 1. The ratio of the deposited to the emitted mass is the view factor.
Molecules were injected for 1,000 time steps with ∆t = 2 × 10 −4 s. The simulation then continued for an additional 
B. Example 2: Molecular Equilibrium
Consider a solid sphere placed inside a larger, hollow sphere. This closed system can be used to test various aspects of the molecular transport model. We let the inner sphere initially contain some molecular contaminant trapped within it but the rest of the system is contaminant free. Clearly, this system is not at equilibrium. The molecules present inside the sphere (region I) are expected to diffuse to the surface (region II) and then desorb into the gas phase (region III).
These molecules will then impact the outer sphere and some fraction will deposit onto the outer sphere surface (region IV). These molecules then diffuse into the outer sphere bulk material (region V). At steady-state, concentration gradients between these five regions must vanish. For instance, from Equation 7, we have
so that at steady state ρ = γθ. We define ρ = M 1 /V 1 , where M 1 is the number of molecules inside the inner sphere of volume V 1 . Similarly, θ = M 2 /A 2 , with M 2 being the mass of molecules in the surface layer and A 2 is the surface area of the inner sphere. The equilibrium partition coefficient is set to γ = 1 m −1 . At steady state, the adsorption and desorption fluxes must also be equal, Γ a = Γ d .
We run this simulation with the radius of the inner sphere r 1 = 10 cm. The inner radius of the outer sphere is is over ten orders of magnitudes higher than actual diffusion coefficients for molecules in solids. It was selected to Figure 4 visualizes the setup and also plots the typical contaminant partial pressure inside the gas cavity for the isothermal case. As expected, the pressure is uniform. This field was generated by scattering simulation particle positions and velocities to the grid to compute the node-averaged number density and temperature. The ideal gas law is then used to compute pressure. Surface molecular number density is also plotted. We can notice an increased noise level on the inner sphere due to the smaller surface elements receiving on average fewer simulation particles per element.
This noise could be reduced by running with more simulation particles or by using a coarser mesh. Next, Figure 5 shows the evolution of the mass contained within each of the five regions. Initially, all mass is contained inside the inner sphere, shown by the thick black line. This value then rapidly decays until it reaches an equilibrium around t = 0.06 s.
Note that this rapid decay is a direct product of the artificially high diffusion coefficient used in this example. Real systems require hours or even days to reach a similar equilibrium at comparable temperatures. The loss of mass from the inner sphere bulk is accompanied by mass increase in the other regions, including the inner sphere surface (dashed black line), the gas phase (dash-dotted light gray line), the outer sphere surface (dashed dark gray line), and the outer sphere bulk material (solid dark gray line). At steady state, majority of mass is found in the gas phase and on the outer sphere surface. These two regions have the largest spatial dimensions. The total mass, shown by the dotted line, remains constant over the entire simulation.
The corresponding mass densities are shown in Figure 6a . Densities for Regions I, III, and V are obtained by dividing the contained mass by volumes of the inner sphere V 1 , the gas region V 3 , and the outer sphere V 5 . Similarly, the surface mass density on Regions II and IV is obtained by dividing the deposited mass by the respective surface areas A 2 and A 4 . We can note that at steady state, the concentration on both spheres are identical. This finding is expected, yet is still interesting, given that the two spheres are not in a physical contact with each other. Figure 6b shows the corresponding plot for the case with the outer sphere temperature reduced to 200 K. This time, the system is not yet in a full equilibrium, due to the surface concentration of the outer sphere (Region IV) exceeding the density within the sphere (Region V). The equilibrium could be achieved by running the simulation for an additional 1.5 s. The mass concentration on the outer sphere surface is now greatly increased compared to the isothermal case, while the concentration in the gas phase is greatly decreased. This result is also expected, since the colder outer sphere acts as a sink for the molecular contaminants.
The results from the kinetic CTSP simulation are also compared to an analytical model. We let the mass evolution in the five regions be governed by the following mass conservation statements:
where
Here h 1 and h 5 are the scaled diffusion coefficients for the inner and the outer sphere. The residence times on surfaces of these these two regions are given by τ r2 and τ r4 . The term dM 12 correspond to the mass diffusing from the inner sphere bulk to the inner sphere surface while dM 21 is the reverse mass diffusion from the surface to the bulk. These relationships are obtained directly from Equation 7. The mass desorption from the surface to the gas phase is given by dM 23 . This term equals to
The terms dM 32 and dM 34 capture the mass flow from the gas phase onto the inner and the outer sphere, respectively. From kinetic theory, the surface impingement flux is given by Γ a = (M 4 /V 3 )ū/4, where the term in parentheses is the mass density, and the mean velocityū = 8kT/(πm). An excellent agreement is seen despite CTSP directly implementing only a subset of the above equations. Specifically, the deposition from the gas phase onto the surface is modeled by particles, which individually have no concept of a mean velocity or the gas mass density. CTSP also directly re-emits particles with probability 1 − τ r /∆t.
The masses at the end of the simulation can be used to compute fluxes,
.076 × 10 −10
Again, the system can be seen to be in equilibrium. 
C. Example 3: Outgassing Rate
We next consider a commonly encountered engineering task: characterizing the outgassing rate of some test article exposed to vacuum. A device known as the Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM) [15] can be used for this purpose.
This instrument operates by exposing a crystal to the vacuum environment. The vibrational frequency of the crystal is proportional to the amount of mass deposited on it. A secondary unexposed crystal provides a reference baseline to account for thermal drift. A Thermoelectric QCM (TQCM) also contains a temperature control system capable of maintaining the crystal at some preset value. During an outgassing characterization test, a QCM is used to measure the rate with which contaminants deposit on the crystal. This deposition rate then needs to be correlated to the outgassing rate of the test hardware. Occasionally it may be possible to position the QCM in front of the test article and obtain this measurement directly. That approach is not practical for the large vacuum facilities used in thermal vacuum testing, which may contain a QCM mounted in the chamber wall meters away from the spacecraft. Mass conservation then needs to be considered. At steady state, the mass production rate from the outgassing process must be balanced by the collection rate at the pumps and other cold sink surfaces. If we assume that the chamber is in a hot wall configuration in which the chamber walls and any supporting structures are too warm for the contaminants to condense, we have
where Γ h ≡ m h is the outgassing mass flow rate (kg/s) of the hardware given in terms of the surface flux (kg/m 2 /s) and the test article surface area (m 2 ). We have similar terms on the right hand side for the QCM and the pumps. If the QCM and pumps are equally cold sinks, Γ q = Γ p , and the above equation simplifies to
Alternatively, we can write Γ h k h→q = Γ q , where knowing the pump area A p , we can compute the outgassing rate from the QCM deposition mass flux, Γ q . Although this calculation appears trivial, the difficulty arises from the A p term. Simply considering the cross-sectional area of the pumps would ignore pumping inefficiencies and conductance losses through the connecting ducts [35] . Instead, we can experimentally determine the effective pump area following the approach outlined in the ASTM-E2900 standard and temporarily introduce a secondary sink of a known area, such as a scavenger plate flooded with liquid nitrogen [36] . We can then write two mass conservation equations, one without and one with the scavenger plate,
The hardware outgassing term can be eliminated, leading to
The computed A p is then substituted into Equation 29 to obtain the hardware outgassing rate.
This approach is demonstrated numerically. We consider a setup consisting of a harness placed inside a bell jar, as shown in Figure 7 . The harness is placed on a platten which partly blocks the entrance to a long, curved duct leading to a pump. A QCM, with dimensions based on the commonly used QCM Research Mark-10 is placed near the harness.
The platten also supports a scavenger plate.
We prescribe a constant Γ a = 10 −8 kg/m 2 /s flux on the harness. The objective of the simulation is to recover this flux The total mass deposited onto the QCM crystal over the duration of the simulation can be seen in Figure 9 . This
Figure also plots the total number of simulation macroparticles. We can clearly see the impact of the scavenger activation.
The number of macroparticles drops from around 46,000 with the warm scavenger to approximately 2,000 with the scavenger activated. Since each macroparticle corresponds to the same number of real molecules, this change is directly proportional to a decrease in the contaminant number density and hence pressure. We can also clearly see a difference Table 2 Characterization of the scavenger plate effective area. The scavenger and QCM fluxes were assumed to remain equal regardless of the scavenger configuration, which is not the case.
in the QCM mass deposition rate (the slope of the mass curve) before and after the scavenger activation at t = 15 s. A linear fit can be made to the two highlighted regions in t = [5, 15] 
which is 10% higher than expected. While this overestimation would be well within bounds of a typical experimental margin of error, it is nevertheless surprising to encounter it in a numerical simulation of a closed system. The error thus warrants a further investigation. The usual culprit in kinetic simulations is the numerical noise associated with a finite number of computational particles. Instead of running a case with more particles by reducing w sp , we can instead re-run this simulation several times to obtain an insight into the statistical variation between runs. Five additional runs were completed, resulting in A q (Γ q ) 1 = 3.65 × 10 −11 ± 0.26% kg/m 2 /s, A q (Γ q ) 2 = 1.69 × 10 −12 ± 1.54% kg/m 2 /s, Instead, the discrepancy arises from an error in our guiding assumptions. In writing Equation 31 , we assumed that
Besides implying that both surfaces are equally cold, this simplification also assumes that the probability of a molecule originating from the harness impacting the scavenger plate is given by the ratio of the scavenger surface area to the total sink area. This suggests that there should not be a direct line of sight from the harness to the scavenger. At the same time, there should not exist a torturous path to reach the scavenger. Consider the limiting case in which the scavenger completely covers the test article. The entire mass outgassed by the harness will be collected by the scavenger and no molecules will reach the QCM or the pump. On the other hand, a scavenger located behind a long duct will suffer from similar conductance losses previously observed with the effective pump area. Similar geometric effects are found here. Due to their close proximity, the harness has a finite direct line of sight view of the scavenger. Conversely, the scavenger is placed near the wall and therefore the pumping on the back face is limited to the regions near the edges that are easier for molecules to reach. Per the assumption in Equation 31 , the mass collected by the scavenger should scale according to m s = A s (Γ q ) 2 . The model used previously contained three active regions: the front face facing the harness, the equally-sized back face near the wall, and a C-shaped side wall. We can investigate this scaling relationship by running several additional simulations with a varying configuration of the active surfaces: the three above mentioned regions (I), the front and the back face without the side wall (II), the front face only (III), and the back face only (IV). In order to reduce numerical noise, this set of simulations was run with w sp decreased two-fold to 2.5 × 10 10 and the scavenger kept cold over the entire duration of the simulation. This allows us to compute m s and (Γ q ) 2 using the longer
The results are summarized in Table 2 . Clearly, the assumption that Γ s = Γ q regardless of the actual active region design does not hold. This particular scavenger plate acts as a model cold surface with an effective area ranging from 62 to 110% of the geometric value. The resulting 8.7% error observed for Case I agrees with the mean error obtained from the six simulation runs. The majority of the discrepancy between the simulation and prescribed harness outgassing flux can thus be attributed to an erroneous value for the effective scavenger area. Cases III and IV compare the flux to the front and the back face. Per the above discussion, the harness-facing front face acts as a cold plate with an increased effective area due to the direct line of sight effects. On the opposite side, only 62% of the total geometric area is active due to the close proximity of the surface to the wall. This study indicates that the placement and the design of the scavenger plate is of importance. Effective pump area characterizations are generally made in an empty chamber. The material diffusing from the chamber walls acts as an isotropic source helping to reduce these line-of-sight inaccuracies.
D. Example 4: Particulate Contamination
In the final example we consider the effect of nitrogen purge on particulate contamination in atmospheric conditions.
Suppose that some instrument containing two detectors is stored on a lab bench. The instrument is connected to a nitrogen purge which vents out around the perimeter of the larger of the two detectors. An impact to the bench dislodges particulates from the shelf above the detector. We are interested in numerically studying the effectives of the purge in preventing these particulates from reaching the detector. The entire set up can be seen in Figure 10 . As CTSP does not contain a built-in fluid solver, the flow profile due to the purge gas needs to be computed externally. The Simflow, front-end for the OpenFOAM, solver [37] was used for this purpose. The standard 1 g gravity was applied. Figure 11 visualizes the flow profiles for the Q = 1 × 10 −4 and Q = 1 × 10 −3 m 3 /s purge rates. The shelves were meshed using a single layer of elements and hence the contouring on the top shelf corresponds to particulate loading on the bottom surface. We can clearly see that an increase in purge flow results in a decreased particulate concentration on the instrument. The ≈ 0.35 PAC on the top shelf corresponds to the particulates unable to detach under the 4 g impact.
The impact of purge is further visualized in Figure 12 . These plots show the top-down view of the instrument. We can note that in the case with no flow, the PAC on the instrument top surface is comparable to the PAC on the bottom shelf despite differences in mesh element sizes. This observation helps us confirm that the PAC computation is mesh independent. The particulate concentration on the detector decreases as the purge flow is increased. At Q = 1 × 10 −3 m 3 /s, the flow rate is sufficiently high to act as an umbrella, reducing deposition even on the neighbor detector without 
VI. Conclusion
A new simulation program for modeling transport of molecular and particulate contaminants in free-molecular, transition, and continuum regimes is described. CTSP concurrently traces multiple particles through small simulation time steps. At each time step, particle velocities are updated based on user-provided force fields. The concurrent push allows the code to compute macroscopic properties such as contaminant plume number density or vacuum chamber pressure. CTSP implements multiple material source models applicable to contamination modeling, including a detailed model for molecular outgassing and particulate redistribution. The code is illustrated with four examples. The first
